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All you need is a digital camera and this bestselling book to unlock your full potential as a
photographer!This handbook will help you improve your skills, give you a fresh perspective on
how to approach a shoot, and which equipment will work best. If you have a burst of inspiration
and ideas for new projects, this must-have will guide you through every step. Achieve stunning
results with this expert advice on everything from how to choose the right equipment and
aperture exposure, to image enhancement and flash. This comprehensive guide is a trusted
resource and an ideal starting point.Written for beginners, this photography book is easy to read
and understand, even if you have never worked with a camera before. It has step-by-step
tutorials covering the whole range of camera functions and photographic techniques. Each
chapter of the book is full of practical hands-on projects and tutorials that will help you get the
best from your camera. At-a-glance comparison images show how camera settings can produce
remarkably different pictures. The results are shown side-by-side with each technique, along
with the setting used to create a particular look or effect. You’ll also learn how to enhance your
images using a range of innovative ideas adopted by professionals. Go from Novice to Pro
Photographer in a FlashIt has been fully updated to reflect all the latest developments in
technology and creative trends in digital image-making. This manual will teach you all the tips
and techniques you need to ensure that your memorable moments are captured perfectly every
time!The Beginner's Photography Guide will help you find your inner photographer: • Takes you
through every technique you need to create stunning images. • Easy-to-follow layout and step-
by-step and tutorials. • Handy checklists with a quick rundown of the equipment and camera
settings.   • Hundreds of inspirational images to motivate you to reach your goal.

About the AuthorChris Gatcum is a professional photographer, journalist, and author. He was
formerly a technical writer at Amateur Photographer magazine and a technical editor at What
Digital Camera magazine. Gatchum has written several books on photography, and his titles
include Creative Photography: 52 More Weekend Projects, Landscape Photography: Four
Seasons, and The Beginner’s Photography Guide.
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1983rp, “Great book.. Good for refreshing my camera skills.”

Ebook Library Reader, “I learned so much!. This book was worth so much more than the cost. I
now understand concepts and abbreviations that were keeping me from utilizing my expensive
camera. What every user guide actually aught to be.”

Debra F., “Great book to learn about photography!. I took a photography class and this was the
book my instructor used. Very easy to understand with photos that help explain everything.”

D.Tallant, “A must have!. Can't wait to dig into this book and use my learnings out in the field”

Cecilia D, “Perfect Book for beginners!. Great decision to buy this book. I attended an online
photography lessons and this book I believe can stand alone and give you all the information to
start taking snaps using apperture, ISO and shutter speed.”

M.D. Parker, “Would recommend. Good book, very helpful for us novice photo bugs”

Lenzerini, “Wow...less technical and actual picture results compared to anything I've seen. I am
impressed!. Full color examples, easy language - it is now my step-by-step to learn things at a
rewarding pace and understand things I need to know!”

MC, “Great For Digital Photography College Course!!!. This book was a requisite for a college
digital photography course. It’s a great book with loads of wonderful pictures and lots of useful
information for any beginners who are interested in dabbling in photography.”

douglas Mitchell, “A great book. Really delighted. Wow! What a great book, absolutely full of
helpful information, photographs and diagrams. I initially tried to find a manual specifically
aimed at my new camera but they all got awful reviews. In the past I have been just "point and
shoot" but this book will give me the easy to follow information I have needed. Really excited to
get into it now. Excellent value. There can be no finer book for beginners or even for slightly
more advanced. Buy it!”

D, London, “Covers the basics well for beginners like me. I wanted to treat myself to a 'decent'
camera, but not go completely mad on cost, and also understand the basics on how to produce
better quality photos once I bought one. This book helped me to decide on camera type, and to
understand the issues about sensor size, mega pixels and overall picture quality relative to
eventual print sizes, allowing me confidently to avoid the cost of a full scale sensor, pro-standard
item, while picking a camera with the other features that I feel I would need given my likely



subject matters, as it goes through each photography topic one by one and explains with
examples how the various camera setting adjustments are used to achieve different results. In
short I wanted a hobby camera capable of producing print standard images upto small poster
size if I want, and this book helped me to do that. I have now also bought a guide specific to my
camera choice to help me through the myriad menu selection options for that camera, but will
still refer to this book first to understand the principles behind the effects I want to achieve.”

Merlin., “After reading the reviews i went ahead and purchased i .... After reading the reviews i
went ahead and purchased i cannot fault this book if you're an absolute beginner this is a must it
explains so clearly. Recommended”

Alex, “The best guide for beginner's photograhy. The best guide for beginner's photograhy. Very
intresting guide. Consists of 192 pages. The aim of this book is dimple:to provide you with a solid
foundation in digital photograhy. It cuts through the jargon and complicated technicalities that
can make the subject unnecessarily intimidating, and shows you how to get the most out of your
camera.”

Paul D, “Really good book on digital camera photography.. I bought this book to learn about
digital cameras and photography. The book is well thought out and beautifully organised. I like
how the ideas are explained in an easy to digest format. I also like how the book explains how to
take different types of photograph and the settings you need to apply to your camera to achieve
them. It’s a really good photography guide for anyone interested in learning about photography
with a digital camera.”

The book by Chris Gatcum has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 4,589 people have provided feedback.
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